
GETTING A FRESH START
MÄRTENS Transportbänder for the fish and meat industry

www.maertens.de
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Märtens Transportbänder GmbH

Lise-Meitner-Straße 18, D-24941 Flensburg 

Phone: +49 461 9047-0, fax: -150 

E-mail: info@maertens.de, www.maertens.de

Need help getting the ball rolling?
Please let us know!
We are happy to answer your questions, provide additional  

material or a non-binding offer.

SEVEN AT ONE STROKE 
Our product groups at a glance:

ROD NETWORK BELTS: Made in music wire, 

stainless steel or K2390 steel, our rod network 

belts offer you all the advantages of open grid 

design and precise belt run. 

  Rod network belts are among the most  

popular conveyor solutions.

•  Small deflection radii

•  Grid structure for free liquid and air flow

• Guided by various means

METAL CONVEYOR BELTS: Our metal convey-

or belts made from round or flat wire spirals 

are designed for universal use.

  These multi-purpose conveyors are  

particularly suitable for high-temperature 

applications.

•  With looped or welded belt edges

• Permeable and temperature resistant

• Made in stainless steel

PLASTIC CONVEYOR BELTS: We offer con-

veyor belts with a variety of fabrics, including 

polyurethane, PVC, silicone, etc.

  They have been specifically designed for 

applications where high processing quality 

is essential.

•  Food processing industry

• Processing conveyor systems

• Packaging technology

SEPARATING BELTS: The elasticated silicone 

material allows for flexible width adjustment of 

the product over separating distance.

  Advanced solution for special applications.

•  Product separation

• Product combination

• With anti-stick surface

SILICONE MOULDING BELTS: Märtens  

silicone moulding conveyor belts are available 

with customised surface structures and  

features tailor-made for your products.

 The basis for your product ideas.

•  Temperature resistant up to 180° C

•  Excellent release properties

•  Shaped and structured according  

to customer specifications

ACCESSORIES: Our comprehensive range  

of additional services and accessories covers 

everything required for safe and reliable  

system operation.

 For safe and secure system operation. .

•  Drive and deflection components

• Welding equipment

• Assembly solutions

SPECIAL MACHINES: We solve all your  

problems relating to process technology,  

based on expertise and years of practical  

experience.

  Real-world solutions for practical application.

•  Curved conveyor systems

• Separating plants

• Made in Germany



Quality in its purest form:
products for your industry

 metal belts

 rod network belts

 PU conveyor belts

 PVC conveyor belts

 module belts

 silicone moulding belts

 corner belts

 toothed belts

Please feel free to ask us for detailed product  

information! Our contact data is on the reverse side.

CLEAN SOLUTIONS
Fish and meat processing that meets the highest standards

Hardly any other area of the food production process is as sensitive 

as processing of raw fish and meat products – whether separation of 

ready-to-eat servings or preparation of convenience meals. Hygienic  

requirements are extremely high as the quality consciousness of 

consumers continues to grow. The finished product must leave the 

factory packed fresh, delicious and sterile at the end of the production 

process. MÄRTENS Transportbänder does its part to get you there. 

Hygiene is paramount
In order to prevent substances or parts from the 

conveyor belt from ending up in the product, we select 

extremely robust material that is resistant to moisture, 

acid, fat and cleaners, doesn’t fray and is cut-resistant. 

Our conveyor belts also take the freezing or heating of 

your products in stride. 

This resilience also means superior cleaning charac- 

teristics, which corresponds to a longer overall life 

cycle. Bacteria and germs don’t stand a chance since 

nothing can stick to the smooth surfaces we use. The 

same goes for discolouration. With MÄRTENS, belt rips 

and folds are also a thing of the past. 

Guaranteed to excel: our quality standards
Our products have of course been awarded all common 

certificates. A first-class consultation is also part of 

the deal. This also includes letting you know about new 

additions to our product range that are relevant for your 

industry such as our K2390 – a material that combines 

the positive characteristics of stainless and spring steel. 

MOVING AHEAD
About the company

A tradition of innovation – that’s the company philosophy of 

MÄRTENS Transportbänder in a nutshell. We have served the market 

for over 80 years and today are a leading international provider  

of solutions in our sector.  

Quality made in Germany
We are the only manufacturer to carry metal and  

plastic conveyor belts in our product range, which we 

have produced at our company headquarters in  

Flensburg since opening our doors. Special machine 

technology and services further complement our  

extensive portfolio. 

Always a step ahead
The high standard of our products is the result of 

decades of experience combined with MÄRTENS 

Transportbänder strength in innovation. As a result, 

we regularly unveil new innovations to ensure that our 

customers are always one step ahead in their markets. 

After all, we strive to make your production as reliable 

as possible. 

Know what’s going on
That’s why we keep a close eye on the market. We also 

maintain an active dialogue with our customers to 

determine their needs and unique requirements. These 

efforts transform business relationships into long-term 

partnerships.

Stay on the safe side with our  
approvals for food-grade products

  FDA
  USDA
  VO EG 1935/2004


